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                        Traveling at Lightspeed  

   We mulled over the cover of this book for quite a while and rejected a lot of 
ideas. By accident I struck upon featuring the Speedlight in the photograph. 
I also wanted to incorporate a number of the techniques that we talk about 
on the pages of this book. But like everything, it all comes down to money. 
There was a budget. We searched a lot of models ’  portfolios to fi nd the perfect 
subject. In the end I pressed my studio manager into service. 

   I wanted to imply movement. We handled this in a couple of ways: the 
photograph was shot on a slant so the woman’s hair hung at an angle. We 
used a fan to add to the illusion. A tungsten light was placed behind the 
model to create some blur. 

   Four Speedlights, in three groups, doing separate jobs: lighting her face and hair 
with daylight; adding the comet-like background light; emphasizing the blue 
color but keeping it off  her face. The trick was timing when to have Leah initiate 
the stroboscopic Speedlight in her hand each time we made an exposure. 

   We used lots of gobos to keep each light from  “ contaminating ”  the others. 
So there was a great deal of fi ne tuning. But the whole shot was done in 
about twenty exposures which is a testament to the methods we have at our 
fi ngertips today.  
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   soot soaked shadows 
   projecting moving pictures 
   upon a cavedwelling wall 
   as toxic bonfi res choke life from the artist 
   prehistoric transfers to permanent 
   pale paraffi  n candles melt dimension into painted canvases 
   oily pigments made more unctuous 
   baked by their heat 
   zoetropes 
   magic lanterns 
   klieg lights 
   and their wrath of fl ame 
   illuminate all things 
   seen and unseen 
   and take their turn substituting for day 
   fl ashfl ashblindingfl ash 
   when we fi nish here 
   like gods 
   we will learn to move the sun 

   Lou Jones 
   December 2006    

   Speed of Light 
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    Brand-specifi c information is indicated by the following colors:  

    Green: Canon Speedlite 550EX/580EX/550 EXMKII/580 EXMkII fl ashes, used with 
compatible Canon EOS cameras.  

    Purple: Nikon Speedlight SB-900/SB-800, Nikon Speedlight Commander SU-800, 
used with compatible Nikon cameras.  

   Some of the information in the book has been categorized in an eff ort 
to increase accessibility. Six aspects are diff erentiated with the following 
background colors: 

   Solutions: Olive green 

   Warning: Red 

   Example: Orange 

   Anecdote: Tan 

   Textbook: Gray 

   Vocabulary: Yellow    

   Color Coding Key 
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           1.     Separate. Get those Speedlights off  camera.  
       2.     Bounce. If you can’t separate, bounce It. Bounce it anyway.  
       3.     Resist using Speedlights strictly on manual. The computer can outthink 

you.  
       4.     In any camera exposure mode, when correctly exposing for existing light, 

the camera computer will automatically reduce TTL fl ash to a fi ll light.  
       5.     LCD      �      aesthetic; histogram      �      exposure. Use them both.  
       6.     Exposure Compensation is used to change the TTL ambient exposure and 

Flash Exposure Compensation is used to correct the fl ash exposure on the 
subject.  

       7.     Expose to the right (on the histogram). Underexposure provides no 
benefi t.  

       8.     Take your camera seriously, don’t abuse postproduction.  
       9.     No Fear. Just do it.  
    10.     The elegant solution is often the simplest solution.        

   Ten Tenets of TTL Speedlights 
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    Once upon a time  I pushed a thumb-sized red button and exposed a roll 
of black and white fi lm. Several months later I retrieved an envelope fi lled 
with postcard sized pictures of my friends marching in a Boy Scout parade. 
Memories forged a lifetime ago. In fact not only do I still have most of those 
photographs but I still cherish the original camera, a marvel of modern 
technology, the Kodak      1    Brownie Starfl ex. Not only was it a symbol of a 
decades-long race to permanently capture an image on paper, but it was 
small, light, and foolproof. Somewhere in my attic I have also saved the silver 
dish into which I inserted golf ball sized fl ashbulbs that miraculously  “ focused ”  
the sun for the briefest fraction of a second. In a relatively short time those 
innovations morphed into today’s digital miracles. 

    Photography    is    cameras . But a better axiom dictates that  good 
photography is lighting . Distinguished craftspeople, artists are masters of 
light. Whether photographers are striving to imitate Renaissance painters 
and their classic  “ Rembrandt lighting ”  or experimenting with cutting edge, 
unorthodox sources, such as ring lights or HMIs, the camera is secondary  —  
the light paramount. Learning to  “ see ”  or  “ re-create ”  light can take a lifetime. 
Designing stylized illumination, or mimicking the sun, may be opposite ends 
of the visual spectrum but they are equally diffi  cult to accomplish. 

   Cameras have historically been the major focus of photographic innovations. 
Wooden frames, accordion bellows, twin lens refl ex, rangefi nder apparitions, 
pentaprisms, and instant gratifi cation fi lms have dotted the imaging landscape. 
Millions and possibly billions have been invested in making the proclivity for 
taking pictures as foolproof as those original mass produced box cameras. 

   A vast majority of photographers are the  “ shutterbug ”  equivalent of the 
motor  “ gearheads ”  who enjoy lifting their car hood, changing their own oil, 
fi xing the transmission, and dropping a new engine into vintage automobiles 
cadged away in cramped garages. Hardware  “ equipment junkies ”  thrive in 
equally cramped darkrooms, buy the latest equipment, and argue incessantly 
about the merits of each lens and gadget. This dialogue is what keeps camera 
manufacturers awake at night. 

   Motordrives, zoom lenses, autofocus, and autoexposure are all improvements 
that have made the process of taking a usable photograph easier and less 
obscured by a mastery of craft. The main reason these devices were invented 
was to enable the consumer to more easily produce acceptable results. But 
more important, the byproduct of these advances allows skilled practitioners 

   Introduction  

   1   “ You press the button, we do the rest. ”  George Eastman, Kodak.   
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to do things they never dreamed of doing before: react instantaneously to 
a new environment, compose a complicated landscape, measure a diffi  cult 
light condition, chase a fast-changing combat situation, document a slowly 
evolving wildlife metamorphosis, adjust for bad eyesight caused by the 
natural burden of aging, and produce better, more provocative images. 

   It stands to reason that if cameras are keeping up with the photographer’s 
rigorous demands, the lighting equipment needs to keep pace also. Even 
after cameras became small and compact, lights remained ponderous and 
complicated. Techniques were artistic, but also idiosyncratic and sacrosanct, 
requiring a  lot  of practice to be considered competent. 

   Lighting has always taken a long time to learn. Lights have gotten a little 
smaller but their mysteries have remained large. Just monitoring their 
application has always been slow and tedious. Measuring lumens, color 
temperature, and ratios was formulaic and imperfect. 

   After fl ashbulbs,  Doctor Harold Eggerton  of  Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology  has been credited with giving us the fi rst practical electronic 
strobes. For the fi rst time since the invention of photography we were able to 
easily and safely transport our own reusable light to the photograph instead 
of always bringing our subjects into the light. 

   Then came a major breakthrough when the  “ thyristor ”       2    strobes made 
tremendous advances in artifi cial lighting and variable output. The infamous 
 Vivitar 283  revolutionized the industry for years. Up to that point in history a 
slide rule and several complicated calculations extrapolated  usable  lighting. 
And a degree in mathematics or physics did not hurt either. 

   Since that innovation there has been masterful progress in portable fl ash. 
Many companies make their own versions catering to every size, preference, 
and price range. Whereas amateurs employ portable fl ashes to quickly 
produce convenient but clumsy illumination, professionals have long been 
adept at both wresting beautiful results out of the same equipment and 
exceeding the design specifi cations. 

   Power has always been a major issue. Capacitors and power packs grew large 
and cumbersome. To assemble enough light for interesting scenarios required 
multiple light heads and energy sources. This was heavy to carry. Anticipating 
the outcome was also complicated. Shooting Polaroids was slow. And every 
step called for experience. 

   Compact fl ashes, strobes, and fl ash guns have partially addressed the 
portability issue. They are built smaller than their studio counterparts, 
however, size limits power. And any more than one proves hard to coordinate 
because you have to reposition or recalibrate each separate light and 
hardwire them together or set up some kind of electronic triggering system. 

   2  A thyristor is a semiconductor switch capable of automatically switching the fl ash on and off  
at very high speeds. It is used to control the duration and output of the fl ash tube.   
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   Enter the    Speedlight   /   Speedlite   .      3    Every photographer taking pictures today is 
familiar with this revolution in photography, as it changed from fi lm to digital. 
There is an equally dramatic evolution in lighting  —  from fl ash to   Speedlight  /
  Speedlite  . They look, feel, and work, albeit more versatile, like traditional portable 
fl ashes. In fact, they so closely resemble their  “ cousins, ”  most photographers 
continue to use them like old fashioned fl ashes. But   Speedlights/    Speedlites   are 
the most signifi cant technological advance in the history of lighting. A quantum 
leap forward. Flash powder with computers attached. Digital sunlight. 

   Small and portable,   Speedlights  /  Speedlites   are easy  …  and nearly infallible. 
The ambitious photographer who needs more  “ juice ”  can pack more than 
one without breaking the bank. They use proprietary technology, currently 
utilized by two camera manufacturers.      4    Only their products are compatible 
with all the features: dozens of fl ashes ignited simultaneously, wirelessly, each 
fl ash programmable to insert diff erent predetermined power outputs, every 
fl ash able to be controlled from a single central source, and the fi nal result 
immediately reviewable on the camera LCD screen. Additionally they can be 
programmed for stroboscopic eff ects, rear curtain synchronization, fi ll fl ash, 
higher shutter speed usage, and much more. It is a 35       mm revolution. 

    “ Take a picture, take a look. ”  The modern digital photographer can quickly set up 
a battery of   Speedlights  /  Speedlites   in inaccessible locations, designate outputs 
for each one, snap a picture, observe the histogram, readjust each light to taste, 
and start all over without changing position. It is a  “ closed system. ”    Speedlights  /
  Speedlites   are fully integrated with their specifi c camera for automatic through-
the-lens exposure and the camera, in turn, gives instant feedback, monitors the 
aesthetics of the photograph, measures the contribution, interacts directly with 
the   Speedlights  /  Speedlites,   and stores the results. No more wires or clumsy 
accessories. The fl exibility in continuously orchestrating  “ pieces ”  of light to 
accompany the tempo of your imagination is unprecedented. 

   The potential of the ubiquitous desktop or laptop computer today is barely 
realized. Because they are so overwhelming the average person only uses 
a small portion of the computer’s capability. The computers in   Speedlights  /
  Speedlites   are equally sophisticated. Most photographers barely test them. This 
book proposes to uncloak the complexities of   Speedlights  /  Speedlites   in plain, 
systematically organized segments. There are no ratios to calculate. No formulas 
to memorize. Using your eyes, imagination, intuition, and the LCD/histogram, 
you can design, meter, and modify one or many   Speedlights  /  Speedlites   to 
create drama, color, mood, eff ects, depth of fi eld, or just more natural looking 
images. This text will showcase examples and their respective lighting diagrams 
for your perusal. It is set up so you can read from cover to cover or just those 
parts you need for your next assignment. Combined with the camera and 
  Speedlight  /  Speedlites   manuals, you can quickly perfect a whole new set of skills. 

    Light a la carte.  We decipher the basics. The art is up to you. 

   3  See book defi nition of   Speedlight  /Speedlite on page 3.   
   4  Canon and   Nikon.     
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    Bob Keenan  is a Boston-area photographer. A retired Electrical Engineer, Bob 
spent his career designing and developing Radio Frequency communications 
equipment, so working with the wireless speedlights and the concept of light 
pulses is a natural fi t. Bob is a graduate of the Boston University’s Center for 
Digital Imaging’s Photography Program 

    Steve Ostrowski  is an award winning photographer with over 30 years 
experience in Commercial, Editorial, Annual Report, Fashion, Portrait, and 
Event photography. He has worked with small fl ash as a studio and location 
lighting tool since 1977. He is currently an instructor at The New England 
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